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To bypass challenges of digital signal processing for acoustic beamforming applications, it is desir-

able to investigate repeatable mechanical approaches that accurately reposition transducers for real-

time, simple guiding of acoustic energy. One promising approach is to create arrays configured on

origami-inspired tessellated architectures. The low dimensionality, easy implementation, compact-

ness, and use of straightforward folding to guide acoustic energies suggest that tessellated arrays

may bypass limitations of conventional digital signal processing for beamforming. On the other

hand, the challenge of developing such reconfigurable arrays lies in determining tessellation design

and folding extent that direct sound as required. This research assesses the utility of the computa-

tionally efficient, approximate solutions to Rayleigh’s integral to predict radiated sound fields from

tessellated arrays based on Miura-ori fold patterns. Despite altering assumptions upon which the

integral is derived, it is found that the salient beam-steering properties and amplitudes are accu-

rately reconstructed by the analytical approach, when compared to boundary element model results.

Within the far field angular space accommodated by the formulation assumptions, the analytical

approach provides a powerful, time-efficient, and intuitive means to identify tessellated topologies

and folding extents that empower desired wave-guiding functionalities, giving fuel to the concept

of acoustic beamfolding. VC 2017 Acoustical Society of America.

[http://dx.doi.org/10.1121/1.4974204]

[TFD] Pages: 480–489

I. INTRODUCTION

In propagative beamforming applications, active phase

delays and amplitude weights are provided to spatially dis-

tributed and fixed transducers to virtually reposition the

transducers such that radiated wavefronts constructively

(destructively) interfere where energy must (must not) be

delivered. This strategy is the basis for many communica-

tion, imaging, and hailing systems,1,2 non-lethal force pro-

jection devices,3,4 and sound field reproduction platforms.5,6

By virtue of acoustic reciprocity, delaying and shading

received signals from microphone array transducers achieves

similarly large increases in acoustic wave directionality for

applications of environmental imaging and measurement.7–11

Yet, the digital signal processing methods that enable such

beamforming with active phase delays introduce particular

challenges associated with the computational cost, filter sta-

bility, complexity of implementation, and limited portability

of the beamformer and signal processing system.12–14 These

difficulties are exacerbated when real-time beam steering is

required, particularly for high frequencies.15

The alternative to computational methods to spatially re-

sample or -distribute the transducers is to mechanically repo-

sition the transducers within the array architecture.38 Of

course, mechanical methods are associated with no computa-

tional cost, although energy expense is accounted for via the

means of repositioning, and stability is of little or no concern.

Mechanical methods of reconfiguration for arrays may also be

developed to provide exceptional portability, straightforward

implementation, and ease of tailoring performance in real-

time, as will be clear through this report. Therefore, trans-

ducer arrays that leverage mechanical signal processing for

focusing and steering wave energy have particular advantages

over their digitally processed counterparts. “Frequency selec-

tive surfaces” for radio frequency antennae are prime exam-

ples where array shape change is leveraged for performance

tuning that is more straightforward than a digital signal proc-

essing approach,16–19 and astronomical observatories have

long rearranged satellite receivers or transmitters to optimize

long-range energy-guiding capability.20

On the other hand, similar to the open-endedness of

developing digital methods to beam and guide sound energy,

one has an infinite number of ways in which array trans-

ducers may be physically positioned and repositioned to

steer sound, which may encumber system development and

deployment. To drastically simplify the concerns of mechan-

ical signal processing, this research investigates an innova-

tive approach that bypasses such challenges and facilitates

exceptional performance in real-time beamforming. The

approach harnesses arrays of acoustic transducers configured

along foldable, tessellated architectures inspired by origami

patterns.21 Origami, the ancient art of paper folding,22 has

recently provided diverse research fields with many inspira-

tions for easy-to-fabricate and -deploy structures,23,24 partic-

ularly those that exhibit significant topological changes

according to a single degree-of-freedom of motion.25–27a)Electronic mail: harne.3@osu.edu
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Thus, exceptional multifunctionality is realized by first con-

structing the tessellation in the flat/unfolded state and then

folding it into three-dimensional forms where it serves its

several engineering purposes according to its instantaneous

shape and associated properties.28 For certain tessellations,

the potential extends further because the architectures may

be compacted in a fully folded state for easy transport.29

Taking all factors into account, the authors of this report

recently introduced a new concept of acoustic beamfolding.30

In this concept, arrays of acoustic transducers are configured

and reconfigured along foldable, tessellated architectures to

simply and significantly adapt sound energy-guiding capabili-

ties using folding actions. Beamfolding represents the mechan-

ical analogue to digitally processing signals to beam and steer

acoustic energy. By using tessellated arrays that possess only

one degree-of-freedom, the concept can be straightforward to

leverage for high performance because considerable array

shape change, and hence large change in array spectral direc-

tivity via the transducer repositioning, is achieved by folding.

As a result, acoustic beamfolding bypasses the challenges of

digital signal processing methods for steering acoustic energy

and surmounts the inhibitions of mechanical signal processing

by minimizing the open-endedness of design and deployment

using tessellated architectures for large, global array reconfigu-

ration with simple folding actions on one or a few degrees of

freedom.30 Thus, foldable, tessellated transducer arrays may

find application wherever multi-purposing and/or portability of

acoustic wave radiators are in demand. This may include

enabling change in the energy beam of ultrasound probes by

leveraging discrete and straightforward tessellated probe trans-

ducer surface reconfigurations or facilitating significant mobil-

ity for underwater towed arrays that are folded compact during

transport and unfolded to different extents during deployment

to mechanically steer beam patterns.

Yet, a concept of acoustic beamfolding also raises non-

trivial questions regarding what tessellations are useful to

greatly adapt sound energy-guiding performance by folding

and how does one determine these capabilities in a strategic

way to obtain generalized understanding of the full opportu-

nities? Theoretical models would facilitate the discoveries

needed to answer such questions at a fraction of time and/or

cost associated with comparable investigations by computa-

tional or experimental methods alone. Although the authors

introduced an analytical model for a tessellated acoustic

array based on the Miura-ori fold pattern, wherein the

Rayleigh’s integral is approximately solved under different

extents of folding,30 the model was not utilized to address

these broad, important questions whose answers could help

firmly establish the beamfolding concept. Moreover, the

model was verified only against a preliminary experimental

dataset, and was derived via simplifications that may com-

promise its correctness. Thus, the value of a theoretical

model built upon approximate solutions to Rayleigh’s inte-

gral when applied to foldable, tessellated acoustic arrays

remains to be conclusively determined.

Therefore, the objective of this research is to assess the

suitability and effectiveness of employing an efficient ana-

lytical approach to predict the time-harmonic sound fields

radiated from tessellated arrays configured along the Miura-

ori fold pattern. The Miura-ori tessellation has one kinematic

degree of freedom and is an exemplary architecture to

accommodate current manufacturing practices,31,32 which

makes it worthy of close consideration as an architecture

intended for beaming sound by folding actions. The bound-

ary element method (BEM) is employed as a counterpart

modeling approach for verification purposes. This report is

organized as follows. Section II overviews the tessellated

geometry of interest and the method undertaken to predict

the sound pressure level (SPL), delivered from the array to

the field, via approximate solutions to Rayleigh’s integral.

Considerable enhancements are made to the original deriva-

tion to maximize its correctness and effectiveness for sound

field prediction. Then, a critical assessment of the analytical

modeling approach is conducted to characterize the broad

utility of an efficient, simple means to predict sound direc-

tionality properties of tessellated and transducers.

II. ANALYTICAL MODEL REVIEW AND
ENHANCEMENT

The unit cell of the Miura-ori fold pattern is shown in

Fig. 1. It consists of four parallelogram facets defined by edge

lengths a and b and an edge angle c. When folded with dihe-

dral fold angle h, the unit cell raises from the x–y plane with a

height of H at the peak. For brevity, the geometric relations

among the folded unit cell extents S, L, V, and H with the

edge lengths and edge and fold angles are not repeated here,

but are provided in Ref. 30. The idea leveraged in the concept

of acoustic beamfolding is that each parallelogram of the

unit cell is a planar radiator, for instance, driven by discrete

piezoelectric discs, Fig. 1 top right inset, or continuously dis-

tributed piezoelectric films.30 The Miura-ori unit cell is

defined by one kinematic degree of freedom, the fold angle

h 2 ½0; p=2� rad. Transitions in h take the cell from an

unfolded state h¼ 0 with zero unit cell volume, to a flat-

FIG. 1. (Color online) Geometry of Miura-ori unit cell and point in acoustic

field. Insets, clockwise from top left, are a photograph of a fabricated tessel-

lated array in a baffle for experimentation, photographs of piezoelectric driv-

ers on the array underside with one drive signal required for operation, and

an illustration of folding influence upon the array geometry.
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foldable (compacted) state h ¼ p=2 rad also with zero volume.

Thus, assembling many of these unit cells together facilitates

significant shape change due to a shared degree of freedom

among the cells, Fig. 1 bottom right inset. From the standpoint

of acoustics, the considerable sensitivities of an acoustic array

relating to the spatial distribution and orientation of each array

transducer12 suggests that an array configured according to a

tessellated pattern like Miura-ori would empower significant

adaptation of beam steering performance by the acts of fold-

ing. Since the directionality of acoustic wave propagation is

tuned by folding rather than electronically, the concept

requires only one drive signal for all transducer elements, top

right inset of Fig. 1, which considerably simplifies real-time

implementation and manufacture. It is therefore needed to

model this architecture to elucidate the opportunities. In the

following paragraphs, the analytical model introduced in Ref.

30 is reviewed and built upon in new ways.

Rayleigh’s integral33 is the means by which to deter-

mine the acoustic pressure induced by a source distributed in

space at a field point not coincident with the source. For

finite-sized planar radiators, by virtue of practical utilization,

it is a common convention to assume the radiator is baffled

in an infinite, rigid plane.34 This effectively bounds the spa-

tial Fourier transform of the Rayleigh’s integral to the region

associated with non-zero radiator oscillation and modifies

the pressure amplitude delivered to the field point depending

on source geometry. Likewise, here the model formulation

considers that the radiating tessellations are baffled, both

individually and along the array perimeter. It is apparent that

the assumptions regarding baffling are altered with respect to

convention, since a rigid infinite plane clearly does not baffle

each parallelogram source. Yet, as will be shown in this

report, for a wide range of folding extents of the tessellated

array, implementing Rayleigh’s integral in this way facili-

tates a valuable degree of accuracy in the resulting predic-

tions of radiated sound directionality and amplitude.

In applications of acoustic transducer development, the

Rayleigh’s integral is often applied over surfaces in the plane

z¼ 0 (Ref. 35), although its derivation is applicable to distri-

butions of point sources situated arbitrarily within a volume.33

In the current case, the two approaches are integrated because

the planar tessellated transducers do not rest in z¼ 0, unless

the array is unfolded h¼ 0, and indeed they rotate and trans-

late from z¼ 0 as 0 < h � 90�. Considering the schematic of

Fig. 1, the Rayleigh’s integral for the unit cell is

pcell R; b;/; tð Þ ¼ j
q0xu0

2p
ejxt

ð
A

e�jkr

r
dA; (1)

where q0¼ 1.104 kg m�3 is the air density; x is the angular

frequency of oscillation of the surface; u0 is the spatially uni-

form, normal, velocity amplitude of the structure-fluid inter-

facing surface; A is the surface area of the array; k ¼ x=c is

the acoustic wavenumber, with c¼ 340 m s�1 as the sound

speed; r is the distance from an oscillating differential area

element dA to the far field pressure point pðR; b;/; tÞ that is

a distance R from the origin and positioned according to

angles b in elevation and / in azimuth.

Considering the geometry shown in the schematic of

Fig. 1, the far field distance between the differential source

element of area dA at ðx; y; zÞ and the field point at ðR; b; hÞ
is r ¼ R� r0 sin b cos ½/� a� � z cos b. Based on an argu-

ment regarding the uniform increase in height of the array

via a given fold angle, which is an indicator of a single

degree of freedom of motion, the authors in Ref. 30 did not

account for the radiator surface height position that modifies

the far field distance r by �z cos h. The distance is included

here for completeness, correctness, and, in fact, simplified

model algorithm implementation. Substituting this far field

relation into Eq. (1) for the complex exponential component,

and r ¼ R for the denominator component, one obtains

pcell R;b;/; tð Þ ¼ j
q0xu0

2p
ejxt e�jkR

R

ð
A

ej W1xþW2yþW3zð Þ dxdy

(2)

where W1 ¼ k sin b cos /, W2 ¼ k sin b sin /, and

W3 ¼ k cos h. To evaluate the integral, the area A must be

defined. The surfaces of the parallelograms, numbered 1–4

in Fig. 1, are, respectively, defined by the geometry

x1 2 0; S½ �; y1;I xð Þ ¼ V

S
x; y1;F xð Þ ¼ V

S
xþ L;

z1 ¼
H

LS
�Vxþ Syð Þ; (3)

x2 2 S; 2S½ �; y2;I xð Þ ¼ �V

S
xþ 2V;

y2;F xð Þ ¼ �V

S
xþ Lþ 2V;

z2 ¼
H

LS
Vxþ Syð Þ � 2V

H

L
; (4)

x3 2 0; S½ �; y3;I xð Þ ¼ V

S
xþ L; y3;F xð Þ ¼ V

S
xþ 2L;

z3 ¼
H

LS
Vx� Syð Þ þ 2H; (5)

x4 2 S; 2S½ �; y4;I xð Þ ¼ �V

S
xþ Lþ 2V;

y4;F xð Þ ¼ �V

S
xþ 2Lþ 2V;

z4 ¼
H

LS
�Vx� Syð Þ þ 2V

H

L
þ 2H: (6)

The subscripts on y in Eqs. (3)–(6) denote I initial and F final

limits of integration to be used in Eq. (7). It is noted that the

relations (3)–(6) are considerably different than those in Ref.

30, which is the result of explicitly accounting for the height

z of the differential radiator surface element dA. Then, the

integral form of Eq. (2) is decomposed into a summation of

integral components, one for each radiator

pcell R; b;/; tð Þ ¼ j
q0xu0

2p
ejxt e�jkR

R

�
X4

i¼1

ð
xi

ð
yi

ej W1xþW2yþW3zið Þ dy dx

( )
:

(7)
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By expressing the location of the differential area explicitly

according to the plane geometries zi, there is no need to

accommodate a rotation of the plane via modified Wi expres-

sions for each parallelogram, which is the remedial strategy

used by the authors in Ref. 30, since Eq. (7) is correct with-

out need for amendment. This is a significant improvement

to the analytical model fidelity and simplification in its

implementation compared with the prior derivation estab-

lished in Ref. 30. For later use, the unit cell beam pattern is

distinguished in Eq. (7) by curly brackets { } and is denoted

hcellðb;/Þ.
The product theorem36 is employed to account for two-

dimensional array assembly of directional transducers,

where Mx and My numbers of unit cell transducer sets are

configured in the x and y axes, respectively, according to the

tessellation pattern. The array beam pattern for the tessella-

tion is

h b;/ð Þ ¼ sin MxkS sinbcos /½ �
Mx sin kS sinbcos /½ �

sin MykL sin b sin/
� �

My sin kL sin b sin/½ � :

(8)

Consequently, the sound pressure delivered to the field point

is

p R; b;/; tð Þ ¼ j
q0xu0

2p
MxMyejxt e�jkR

R
h b;/ð Þ

�
X4

i¼1

ð
xi

ð
yi

ej W1xþW2yþW3zið Þ dy dx

¼ j
q0xu0

2p
MxMyejxt e�jkR

R
h b;/ð Þhcell b;/ð Þ:

(9)

Because of the folding actions, Eq. (9) is not viable for pre-

dictive purposes across the elevation angles b > p=2� h or

b < �p=2þ h where a direct line-of-sight path from the

transducer to the field point is unavailable for at least one of

the tessellated surfaces. Thus, analytical predictions pre-

sented here omit results corresponding to these conditions.

Finally, the SPL, with reference pressure pref ¼ 20 lPa, is

SPL ¼ 20 log10

prms R; b;/; tð Þ
pref

� �
; (10)

where the subscript “rms” denotes the root-mean-square

value.

III. RESULTS AND DISCUSSIONS

In Secs. III A, III B, and III C, the analytical model,

developed upon approximate solutions to Rayleigh’s integral

is assessed with respect to high fidelity simulations conducted

using the BEM, and implemented in the openBEM code

architecture37 in MATLAB. All computations are conducted on a

computer outfitted with an Intel Core i7-4790 processor

(Santa Clara, CA) and 32 GB of memory. As shown in Fig.

2(a), the boundary element mesh is closed around the acti-

vated area (which is the area exhibiting harmonic velocity

normal to the surface to propagate waves). Namely, at the

edges of the array is a perimeter of the tessellation pattern that

is not activated, identical to the experimental approach shown

in the top right inset of Fig. 1. This strategy prevents edge

radiation phenomena that would be in discord with the analyt-

ical model assumption and more closely “baffles” the acti-

vated transducers at the periphery of the array via the smooth

transition to non-activated elements. In addition, the perimeter

is itself baffled: in the case of the BEM model, the perimeter

is extended to create an effective loudspeaker cabinet, while

the experimental method is to enclose the perimeter in

medium-density fiberboard (top left inset of Fig. 1). In all

cases reported here, a¼ 23 mm, b¼ 20.9 mm, and

u0¼ 10 mm/s. Also, R¼ 7.17 m is selected so as to consider a

field point sufficiently within the far field of the tessellated

array; this distance is many times greater than the near-to-far

field transition distance for the array dimensions and acoustic

wavelengths under consideration. The BEM models utilize a

minimum of 7.22 elements per acoustic wavelength to ensure

accurate results are obtained.34 Using such standards as those

described above, the BEM model results serve as the bench-

mark against which predictions from the analytical model,

greatly enhanced here, are to be evaluated.

A. Preliminary assessment and computational
comparison

Figures 2(b) and 2(c) present the BEM model and ana-

lytical model results of SPL, respectively, for an array of the

transducers with c¼ 45� along a tessellated folding pattern

extending by Mx¼ 4 and My¼ 4, termed the 4� 4 array,

when it is mostly unfolded, h¼ 2�, and driven at 4.5 kHz.

The analytical predictions are clearly gratuitous in terms of

the significance of destructive interference achieved in the

pressure nodes, although the azimuthal and elevation loca-

tions of the pressure nodes and sidelobes are accurately

reconstructed by the analysis when compared to the BEM

results. The amplitude of the major lobe also deviates by less

than 1 dB between the two modeling approaches.

Considering the tessellated array once folded up to h¼ 45�,
the predictions in Figs. 2(d) and 2(e), showing BEM and

analytical results, respectively, reveal a couple of factors

worth examining, despite the difficulty of comparing three-

dimensional contours of SPL. First, the breadth of the major

lobe is increased in elevation (particularly along / ¼ p=2

rad) and the position of the first sidelobe increases by about

7 deg in elevation b (closer to the plane with the origin),

which are characteristics reconstructed by both the computa-

tional and analytical models, although the analytical predic-

tions are omitted beyond elevation angles conflicting with

the constraint b > p=2� h. Second, is an emphasis to the

latter point: the analysis cannot usefully predict pressure

wave propagation to field points influenced by acoustic shad-

ows, diffraction, and so forth, since such phenomena are not

accounted for in Rayleigh’s integral.33

On the other hand, taking a view of a greater objective

in beamforming applications, the analysis faithfully recon-

structs the salient features of the major lobe, where acoustic

energy is most directed for utilization, and reconstructs the
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sidelobe and node characteristics. Adding to this the knowl-

edge that the BEM computations for a single contour plot

require �2200 s to complete (with four-core processing)

while the analysis reconstructs the comparable contour in

28 ms (with single-core processing, and the time is not con-

siderably influenced by the check of constraints to omit

results). Thus, before discarding an approximate theoretical

approach due to the inability to predict all characteristics of

sound radiation even though it reconstructs the important

features, one must carefully reflect on the computing speed

increase of over 78 000 times that is facilitated by the analy-

sis. In an early stage of system design and conceptualization,

such expeditious modeling may serve a high value.

Nevertheless, the confidence of utilizing the analytical tool

must be bolstered through the close investigations that fol-

low in Secs. III B and III C.

B. Assessment of SPL predictions with tessellated
array

Figure 3 presents the SPL radiated from a 4� 4 tessel-

lated array with an edge angle c¼ 55�, where the solid

curves are BEM model results while the dashed curves are

predictions generated by the analysis. The top (bottom) row

corresponds to the SPL at 4.5 (7.0) kHz, and the columns

from left to right present the SPL radiated for fold angles

h¼ 20, 40, and 60� with insets to illustrate the folding

extents. The results are shown in four quadrants across the

angles / ¼ ½0; p=4; p=2; 3p=4� rad for four values of the azi-

muthal angle / to provide an encompassing means for

assessment at-a-glance. In Fig. 3 and in following similar

figures, the results are omitted from presentation where the

constraint on the viability of analytical predictions is vio-

lated, i.e., across b > p=2� h.

For small fold angles h¼ 20�, Figs. 3(a) and 3(d), the

two methods agree reasonably well regarding the various

characteristics of the beamed sound, including the amplitude

and breadth of the major lobe, the location of the pressure

nodes according to the change in azimuth angle /, and the

relative SPL difference between the main and sidelobes. As

the fold angle increases, both model compositions predict a

broadening of the major lobe, while the sidelobes are modu-

lated in elevation angle, number, and amplitude. It is evident

that the analytical approach underpredicts the overall SPL as

the fold angle increases to large values like h¼ 60�, Figs.

3(c) and 3(f). This is likely because the Rayleigh’s integral

accounts only for directly radiated sound (i.e., line-of-sight)

while the BEM model may account for the lower frequency

diffraction and reflection from adjacent transducer facets;

evidence to support this claim is provided in Sec. III C. Yet,

despite the discrepancy in overall SPL, the analysis effec-

tively predicts the relative difference in SPL between the

major lobe and sidelobes, as well as the sidelobe locations.

All things considered, the comparison neither suggests per-

fection nor striking deficiency in the analytical approach. In

fact, the findings indicate that the model is adequate if one’s

interest is to understand the capabilities of a foldable, tessel-

lated array to an accuracy within a few degrees in space and

several dB in most cases. From the perspective of assessing

the effectiveness of the folded array to maintain a high pro-

portion of sound energy constructively delivered to points at

broadside, transducer and array efficiency measures may be

considered.1 These measures may include the ratio of radi-

ated intensity in the major lobe after to the same intensity

before folding, or, considering the analytical formulation,

may be the intensity “lost” from the direct line-of-sight to

the far field with respect to unfolded sound energy delivery.

Indeed, efficiency measures for such foldable, tessellated

FIG. 2. (Color online) (a) BEM model mesh for a 4� 4 tessellated array of transducers. (b) and (c) show the BEM and analytical models’ predictions, respec-

tively, for SPL in a spherical coordinate system when the array has a fold angle h¼ 2� and is driven at 4.5 kHz]. (d) and (e) show the corresponding results,

respectively, for fold angle h¼ 45�. In (b)–(e), all axes are in dB.
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arrays are an important focus of the authors’ continuing

research.

Figure 4 shows the SPL as determined through the theo-

retical and BEM modeling approaches for the 4� 4 array with

an edge angle c¼ 85�. This array considerably changes shape

over the course of folding from h¼ 20 to 40, and then to 60�,
as seen in the Fig. 4 insets. The layout and line styles are iden-

tical to the presentation methods of Fig. 3. The comparison of

results reveals that folding the array can significantly modulate

the depth of a pressure node—Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) at 4.5 kHz

with / ¼ p=4 and / ¼ 3p=4 rad—which more greatly iso-

lates the beam of sound reaching broadside. A similar large

influence on the angular location of sidelobes is induced by

folding such as comparing the changes at / ¼ p=2 rad

between Figs. 4(a) and 4(b) at 4.5 kHz or Figs. 4(d) and 4(e) at

7.0 kHz. These trends, as well as quantitative values of angular

position and SPL, are clearly shared by the BEM and analyti-

cal model results. Yet, the analysis is less useful in predicting

the acoustic energy distribution across a wide range of space

when the fold angle is large, such as h¼ 60�, once again show-

ing a deficiency in the overall SPL prediction for this consider-

able extent of folding. Nevertheless, as Figs. 4(c) and 4(f)

show [as well as Figs. 3(c) and 3(f)], the analysis is still able to

accurately reconstruct the location of sidelobes and their rela-

tive SPL difference to broadside. In another relevant compari-

son, for the results of Figs. 3 and 4 the BEM model requires

220 s (multi-core processing) to compute while the analysis is

complete after 9 ms (single-core processing). As a tool for

expedient preliminary design guidance girded with theoretical

underpinnings, the more than 24 000 times reduction in

computation time provided by the analytical formulation is a

strong case in favor of its utilization for beamfolding predic-

tion, despite imperfections.

C. Unit cell beam pattern prediction evaluation

Continued utilization of the theoretical model and subse-

quent comparison to BEM results yields comparable conclu-

sions to those reported in Sec. III B. But observing critically,

such predictive performance is not necessarily an assessment

of the altered assumptions employed in the analytical formu-

lation from the conventional solution approach to Rayleigh’s

integral. Considering Eq. (9), the field point pressure is depen-

dent upon the product of two beam patterns, one for the array

h and one that is the sum of contributions from the cells hcell;i.

Figure 5 plots a comparison of the beam pattern amplitudes;

the cell beam pattern is broken into its components and nor-

malized by their respective areas. The results are generated

considering the 4� 4 tessellated array with c¼ 55�, b¼ 45�,
and / ¼ �5p=6 rad at fold angles h of (a) 20� and (b) 60�.
Numerous, important factors are apparent in Fig. 5. First,

because these beam patterns are multiplied together toward

yielding the total SPL at the field point, the array beam pattern

will clearly dominate the far field sound propagation at lower

frequencies because of the zeros (or very small beam pattern

amplitudes in dB). This is intuitive within the scope of array

processing because one cannot appreciably beam sound using

a transducer that has a characteristic length small with respect

to the wavelength. Here, the characteristic length is the long

diagonal of the transducer facets, around 39 mm, which corre-

sponds to an acoustic wavelength associated with frequency

FIG. 3. (Color online) SPL (dB re 20 lPa) radiated to field point at (a),(b),(c) 4.5 kHz and (d),(e),(f) 7.0 kHz for 4� 4 tessellated array with c¼ 55�. In (a),(d)

the fold angle is h¼ 20�, in (b),(e) h¼ 40�, in (c),(f) h¼ 60�. The inset schematics illustrate the folding of this array. Solid curves are BEM results; dashed

curves are analytical predictions.
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around 8.79 kHz. A significant means to guide sound in space

with the transducer itself would require operating the array

around twice this frequency or greater. Thus, the array, which

has a much larger characteristic length, around 239 mm, by

its assembly of distributed transducers, is the origin for direc-

tional energy delivery in the low frequency region. It is seen

that folding the arraying from h of (a) 20� to (b) 60� greatly

shifts the spectral placement of the nodes, giving rise to the

principal acoustic beamfolding influence in this case.

Yet, these observations do not draw a conclusion as to

the model efficacy at its core, namely, with respect to the

conventional assumptions that are altered in its formulation.

To put the model to test in a frequency range where Fig. 5

suggests that the beam pattern of the unit cell itself will

exhibit directionality, Fig. 6 plots the SPL at the field point

at 7.0 and 15 kHz, top and bottom rows, respectively, for the

single unit cell with c¼ 55�. To better ensure that the BEM

results are accurate at 15 kHz, the mesh is refined further

such that there are 9.4 elements per wavelength. Carefully

examining the comparison between the computational and

analytical results in Fig. 6, it is clear that the theoretical

approach has little difficulty reconstructing the SPL at 7 kHz

(top row) using BEM model output as the correct bench-

mark, although, again the theoretical approach underpredicts

the overall SPL for the higher fold angle h¼ 60�. At this fre-

quency, the ratio of wavelength to characteristic length of

the facets (the long diagonal) is approximately 5:4, and the

BEM model effectively accounts for the longer wavelength

diffraction and reflection phenomena that the analysis

neglects in its strict consideration of line-of-sight waves.

Interestingly, at 15 kHz (Fig. 6, bottom row) the analysis

provides more accurate predictions than at the lower fre-

quency: the discrepancy of overall SPL at all fold angles is

considerably reduced. Here, the ratio of wavelength to char-

acteristic length is approximately 23:40, and the BEM results

FIG. 4. (Color online) SPL (dB re 20 lPa) radiated to field point at (a),(b),(c) 4.5 kHz and (d),(e),(f) 7.0 kHz for 4� 4 tessellated array with c¼ 85�. In (a),(d)

the fold angle is h¼ 20�, in (b),(e) h¼ 40�, in (c),(f) h¼ 60�. The inset schematics illustrate the folding of this array. Solid curves are BEM results; dashed

curves are analytical predictions.

FIG. 5. (Color online) Amplitude of beam patterns of the individual unit

cell parallelogram transducers hcell;i, i ¼ 1; 2; 3; 4, and of the array h for the

4� 4 tessellated array with c¼ 55�, b¼ 45�, and / ¼ �5p=6 rad at fold

angles h of (a) 20� and (b) 60�.
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and analytical results show signs of node and sidelobe for-

mation as a result of the similarity of acoustic-to-structural

dimensions. Based on this ratio and given the structural con-

figuration involved, it is possible that high frequency diffrac-

tion phenomena (i.e., blocking) occur, which would explain

the reduction in SPL levels shown in the BEM results and

similarly accounted for in the analysis. These results suggest

that the unit cell beam patterns, which provide only ampli-

tude reductions at lower frequencies and high fold angles

[see Fig. 5(b)] may contribute too greatly in predictions of

SPL at lower frequencies by virtue of neglecting the passage

of waves via the weak low frequency diffraction. In contrast,

the analytical assumption that only line-of-sight waves con-

tribute to far field point is genuinely borne out at higher fre-

quencies where the BEM model results agree that blocking

effects non-trivially participate to the far field sound levels.

After scrutinizing Figs. 5 and 6, the careful reader is

likely to raise the following question: if the cell beam pattern

does not greatly contribute to the overall directionality in

some frequency ranges, can it be neglected with the predic-

tions instead being solely based on variation in the array

beam pattern? The answer to such a question is provided by

examples in Fig. 7. The top row presents the field point SPL

at 7.0 kHz delivered from a 4� 4 tessellated array using

c¼ 85� with fold angles (a) h¼ 2� (almost unfolded) and (b)

h¼ 40�. The bottom row presents SPL at 15 kHz where

c¼ 55� with fold angles h (a) 2� and (b) 40�. The solid curves

denote the BEM model results, the dashed curves denote the

full analytical model results, while the dotted curves are pre-

dictions from the analytical model considering only the array

beam pattern (i.e., cell beam patterns are set to unit values to

generate the dotted curves results).

At 7.0 kHz with c¼ 85�, the ratio of wavelength to char-

acteristic length is approximately 3:2, and Fig. 7(a) shows

that the array beam pattern is sufficient to accurately predict

the directionality of sound radiation at least within about

b¼630�. On the other hand, the salient sidelobe and node

features beyond this angular space are less effectively recon-

structed by the analysis if it only employs information from

the array beam pattern. Once folded to h¼ 40�, Fig. 7(b), the

discrepancies are reduced, particularly because the full ana-

lytical computation struggles in reconstructing the overall

SPL as accurately. Nevertheless, while the full analytical

prediction still reproduces the sidelobe locations and relative

SPL differences between sidelobes and the major lobe for

the higher fold angle h¼ 40�, the analysis using only the

array beam pattern cannot perform this essential function

since sidelobe levels are clearly skewed from BEM results.

At 15 kHz with c¼ 55�, the ratio of wavelength to char-

acteristic length is approximately 23:40, and the bottom row

results of Fig. 7 reveal that neglecting the cell beam pattern

where it is influential in determining the total directionality

has adverse effects. For instance, outside of the narrow

major lobe b¼65�, using only the array beam pattern leads

to severe discrepancies between the analytical predictions

and BEM results with errors up to about 40 dB, e.g., Fig.

7(c) for h¼ 2� and / ¼ p=2 where a second “major lobe” is

predicted for an end-fire (b¼ 90�) configuration by the ana-

lytical approach using only the array beam pattern. In con-

trast, by deploying the full analytical model with the explicit

FIG. 6. (Color online) SPL (dB re 20 lPa) radiated to field point at (a),(b),(c) 7.0 kHz and (d),(e),(f) 15 kHz for the tessellated unit cell with c¼ 55�. In (a),(d)

the fold angle is h¼ 20�, in (b),(e) h¼ 40�, in (c),(f) h¼ 60�. The inset schematics illustrate the folding of the unit cell. Solid curves are BEM results; dashed

curves are analytical predictions.
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accounting for transducer folding and planar variation of cell

beam pattern, which are critical model formulation nuances

absent in Ref. 30 but established here, the theoretical

approach (dashed curves) regains its utility to accurately

reconstruct the sound energy-guiding capability of the fold-

ing, tessellated array. As shown for both the mostly unfolded

h¼ 2� and folded h¼ 40� configurations in Figs. 7(c) and

7(d), respectively, the full analytical method provides results

that are almost identical to the BEM simulations over the

elevation angle range where its predictions are viable. The

results give plain evidence that the complete analytical

model formulation, based on a classical approximate solu-

tion to Rayleigh’s integral, is remarkably accurate, despite

its underlying altered assumptions. For completeness, using

the refined mesh at 15 kHz, the computation time by BEM is

991 s to generate one of the plotsin Figs. 7(c) or 7(d), while

the full analysis requires 7 ms to compute: more than five

orders of magnitude difference in processing time.

IV. CONCLUSIONS

Acoustic beamfolding represents a powerful concept to

simply and significantly guide sound energy, and wave recep-

tion sensitivity by virtue of reciprocity. Yet, a robust model-

ing approach is required to maximize the concept potential,

lest time-consuming simulation-based methods be fully relied

upon for design and deployment guidance. This research care-

fully investigated and considerably enhanced an analytical

model based on approximate solutions to Rayleigh’s integral

to efficiently determine the sound energy delivered to a field

point in consequence to a foldable, tessellated array of har-

monically driven acoustic transducers. Despite altering con-

ventional assumptions regarding the Rayleigh’s integral

formulation and approximate solution, through a deep scru-

tiny of the analytical results with respect to high fidelity BEM

simulations, this research concludes that the predictive capa-

bility of the analytical approach strongly merits its implemen-

tation to characterize energy-guiding performance of foldable

arrays built on tessellated architectures. Future utilization of

this modeling approach will include leveraging it, via inverse

spatial Fourier transforms, to identify tessellation topologies

and folding extents that promote a required directionality of

wave propagation, while ongoing experimental efforts seek to

illuminate practical factors involved in fabricating and

deploying foldable, tessellated arrays.
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